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Summary A patient with annular pancreas presenting with severe upper abdominal pain is discussed. Endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) was diagnostic, with successful injection of major and minor papillae showing pancreas divisum, an annular duct emptying at the major papilla and changes of severe chronic pancreatitis in all duct systems. Pylorus preserving pancreatoduodenectomy gave complete pain relief. The annulus was shown immunohistochemically to be entirely of ventral gland origin. Chronic pancreatitis was histologically less severe in the dorsal gland. Antegrade dye injection with x-ray showed dorsal to ventral connection in the resected specimen.

Endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography has produced a better appreciation of abnormalities and anomalies of the pancreaticobiliary duct systems and many more examples are now being documented during adult life. These include pancreas divisum with non-fusion of the dorsal and ventral pancreatic duct systems which occurs in 4-6% of the population, choledochal cysts, congenital short pancreas, abnormally long common channel, and annular pancreas. These findings may carry considerable clinical significance: pancreas divisum may be related to chronic pancreatitis if a relative stenosis of the accessory papilla occurs, choledochal cysts are premalignant and may lead to secondary biliary cirrhosis if unrecognised, congenital short pancreas may be mistaken for neoplastic obstruction of the pancreatic duct, long common channels may predispose to gall bladder carcinoma and annular pancreas may be the origin of numerous symptoms.

A sound understanding of basic pancreaticoduodenal embryology and ERCP appearances is required because of the routine use of ERCP for diagnostic and preoperative assessment of pancreatic pain.

Case report

A 23 year old Caucasian male presented in September 1987 with a history of recurrent attacks of epigastric and right upper quadrant pain since the age of 10. Initially the attacks lasted two or three days, were of moderate severity, occurred one to three times annually and were exacerbated by eating and relieved by fasting. There was no anorexia, vomiting, nor weight loss. At the age of 16, two severe attacks occurred lasting seven and 10 days and a barium meal was done which showed a 'non-specific' abnormality in the second part of the duodenum for which no further investigation was recommended. The pattern then returned to that suffered previously until the age of 21 (1985) when four severe attacks each lasting 10 days occurred. Three further severe attacks in 1986 were associated with lumbar backpain which remained for two weeks after resolution of other symptoms. There had been two severe attacks before presentation in 1987 and serum amylase was measured for the first time and was raised (1200 U/l). He was passing two stools daily which had clinical
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features of steatorrhoea. There was no family history of pancreatitis, gall stones nor hyperlipidaemia and no personal history of medical disorder except nocturnal epilepsy for which phenytoin had been prescribed. The patient had begun consuming alcohol at the age of 17, averaging about 100 g per week, but had ceased ingestion six months before admission.

Physical examination, routine biochemistry and serum amylase were normal. Plain abdominal films revealed speckled calcification in the pancreatic head region and a separate lateral calcified oval opacity. Ultrasound suggested chronic pancreatitis of the pancreatic head with calcification and an abnormal parenchymal echo pattern but the body and tail appeared normal and no pseudocyst was evident. Computed tomography (CT) scanning suggested some non-specific periduodenal thickening and confirmed intrapancreatic calcification. Side viewing duodenoscopy revealed moderate concentric narrowing of the second part of the duodenum just proximal to the papilla. The major and minor papillae were macroscopically normal. Cannulation of the major papilla showed a dilated, irregular annular pancreatic duct containing a stone and sludge and a normal biliary tree and gall bladder (Fig. 1). The dorsal pancreatic duct did not fill. Cannulation of the minor papilla using a fine tipped cannula (without secretin) revealed a dilated, irregular dorsal duct (Fig. 2). These ERCP findings suggested an annular pancreas with pancreas divisum and changes of severe chronic pancreatitis in all duct systems. Faecal fat excretion was raised at 13 g/day.

Because of the history of severe recurrent pain interfering with lifestyle and the ERCP findings suggestive of severe chronic pancreatitis of the entire gland but particularly the head, pylorus preserving pancreaticoduodenectomy was advised. This was carried out without complication or the development of overt diabetes or further clinical pancreatic exocrine insufficiency. The patient was discharged free from pain 12 days postoperatively, taking oral pancreatic supplementation and has remained so nine months after surgery.

PATHOLOGY

The operation specimen comprised the head and neck of the pancreas measuring 6.5×5×4 cm with a 2 cm thick annular portion of the gland completely encircling the duodenum and a 19 cm C-loop of duodenum. After photographic documentation of the fresh specimen, it was injected with a radiopaque yellow resinous dye (Microfil-TM) from the slightly dilated 0.3 cm wide cut end of the dorsal duct. A probe was inserted into the duodenum through the common bile duct from its cut end for orientation purposes and the specimen was radiographed (Fig. 3a). The dye was seen to fill a slightly dilated dorsal duct system and drain through the accessory papilla. This included the ducts of the uncinate process. Also filled was the markedly dilated annular duct system which encircled the duodenum and drained via the major papilla from a different ostium than the common bile duct. The communication between annular/ventral and dorsal duct systems suggested that true divisum was not present. It is possible that injection at this pressure may show communication in many patients in whom the relatively low pressure injection at ERCP has suggested divisum.

After routine formalin fixation the entire pancreatic specimen was sliced horizontally into sections approximately 0.4 cm thick before paraffin processing and orientated embedding of the whole sections. A 1.8×1.0 cm cylindrical stone was found impacted.

Fig. 1 Film of result of two separate injections at major papilla during ERCP.
within the annular duct on the right lateral duodenal side. A round 0.3 cm stone was found occluding the ventral duct at its ostium in the major papilla. Smaller calcifications were found within side ducts throughout the annulus. The major portion of the pancreatic parenchyma within the head and neck appeared grossly normal, whilst there appeared to be an increase in connective tissue within the annulus (Fig. 3b).

Approximately 20 consecutive 5 μm sections were cut from each tissue block and stained routinely with haematoxylin and eosin and immunohistochemically for neural and neuroendocrine markers (neurone specific enolase; protein gene product 9.5) and for pancreatic hormones (insulin; glucagon; somatostatin; pancreatic polypeptide). Applying previously established criteria for the differentiation of the two embryological derivatives in the adult pancreas, it could be clearly delineated that the entire annulus was of ventral gland origin, whilst the major part of the head, the neck and the uncinate process were of dorsal origin (Fig. 3c).

Pancreatitis of different severity was seen involving the two embryonic parts of the pancreas. The dorsally derived pancreas, as suggested by ultrasound and computed tomography but not by ERCP, showed only mild chronic pancreatitis with an increase in interlobular fibrous connective tissue and only occasional inspissated proteinaceous material in lobular ducts. The ventrally derived annular portion, including the lower posterior head behind the major papilla, showed moderate to marked chronic pancreatitis with loss of exocrine tissue, intra and interlobular fibrosis and periductal fibrosis. A mild chronic inflammatory cell infiltrate was present throughout the annular/ventral gland and its markedly dilated ductal system was focally lined by squamous or mucinous metaplastic epithelium and contained impacted calcifications.

Discussion

Annular pancreas was first described by Tiedman in 1818 and named by Ecker in 1862. Its incidence is unclear but has been calculated at about 1:20,000. Its presentation tends to be bimodal with peaks neonatally and in the fourth to fifth decades. Surprisingly, equal numbers have been reported in adults.
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Fig. 3  (a) X-ray after Microfil-TM injection through the dorsal duct: Thin arrow - wire in common bile duct; Thick arrow - annulus. (b) Cut specimen: Thin black arrow - fibrotic annulus; Wide black arrow - stone in annular duct; Curved black arrow - more normal neck and body region of dorsal gland; White arrow - duodenum. (c) Immunoperoxidase stain of pancreatic islet in annulus for pancreatic polypeptide with added light haematoxylin stain: Thin white arrow - clumps of polypeptide positive cells; Curved black arrow - dilated lobular duct; Triangle black $\Delta$ - dense interstitial fibrosis.

and children. Neonatal presentation is usually with congenital duodenal obstruction, wherein it contributes 15% of all cases. The pregnancy may have been associated with polyhydramnios. The obstruction is generally classified as intrinsic as pancreatic tissue is often intimately related to the wall of the duodenum. Other congenital abnormalities are often associated. Treatment is by surgical bypass. Adult presentation may be with duodenal stenosis, peptic ulceration, chronic pancreatitis or as an incidental finding. The most common adult symptom is upper abdominal pain. The coincident peptic ulcer disease which has been reported in 29–48% of adult cases may be related to gastric stasis and antral over distension with secondary hypergastrinaemia and the chronic pancreatitis which has been found in 14–50% of adult cases to poor duct drainage from relative outlet obstruction as well as a possible intrinsic hypersusceptibility of the annular gland to damage. Unless another factor is present the chronic pancreatitis has always appeared limited to the annulus itself. Biliary obstruction is now believed a rare complication despite early reports to the contrary. Most cases have been diagnosed by the classical changes seen with hypotonic duodeno- graphy but recently CT scanning has also proved useful if careful attention is given to oral contrast ingestion and patient positioning.

The aetiopathogenesis of annular pancreas is unknown. It may be a component of a more generalised disorder of embryogenesis when associated with trisomy 21, tracheo-oesophageal fistula or cardio-renal abnormalities or may occur alone or with local duodenal abnormality only. Neonatal cases are
associated with other congenital abnormalities in about 80% of cases and adult cases in about 20%. Three main theories have been espoused with supporting evidence. Lecco in 1910 suggested that the ventral pancreas adhered to surrounding tissues at its site of origin in the ventral mesogastrium and therefore maintained an anatomically true ventral connection throughout its 270° migration to the adult position. Baldwin in 1910 suggested that there was a failure of atrophy of the left component of the ventral pancreatic anlage which, as in Lecco’s theory, maintains a true ventral connection. The occasional demonstration of separate duodenal openings of the annular and ventral pancreases and of drainage of the annular pancreas into Santorini’s duct of the dorsal pancreas, favours the latter theory with two separate ventral duct systems. The final theory, expressed by Verga in 1972, suggests that the primary abnormality is duodenal with the pancreas ‘filling the space’ around a narrowed duodenum. This is supported by the fact that many annular pancreases are partially intramural. It must also be noted that the annulus may be fibromuscular rather than true pancreatic tissue.

This case of annular pancreas with ERCP divum and ERCP and histological chronic pancreatitis affecting the dorsal, ventral, and annular components is important for several reasons. First, it further illustrates the important role of ERCP in the assessment of patients with presumed idiopathic pancreatitis wherein therapeutically important information is obtained relatively non-invasively. The finding of annular pancreas is obviously rare, but focal strictures and periampullary disorders are found more commonly. Second, this is one of only a few cases of successful accessory papilla injection in patients with this anomaly. The incidence of ERCP divum in cases of annular pancreas has been estimated as around 36%. In this case, antegrade resin injection showed a dorsal to ventral connection and it is possible that many cases of ERCP diagnosed division do indeed have a true anatomical (though not physiological) connection, but that an increased injection pressure is needed to show it. This pressure if applied during retrograde pancreatography would cause unwanted acinar filling of the ventral gland. Third, chronic pancreatitis was documented in all duct systems, although more severe in the annular gland. It is likely that obstruction was aetiological involved as the annular gland opened aberrantly at the major papilla and the dorsal gland was draining predominantly through the accessory papilla which is known to impede outflow in some patients. Finally, immunohistochemistry has confirmed for the first time that an entire annulus is of ventral origin. This was originally suggested by Sessa and proves that the final 90° of annular duodenal circumscriptio is derived from the ventral gland. Interestingly, the ventral/dorsal immunohistochemical division may have functional as well as embryological significance, with the ventral periampullary gland holding more of a regulatory role.

In summary, annular pancreas is totally derived from the ventral pancreatic anlage, may produce chronic pancreatitis possibly on an obstructive basis in adults and may be well characterised by endoscopic retrograde pancreatography, which may require accessory duct cannulation. Although ERCP may suggest pancreas division, anatomical connection may be evident on antegrade pathological studies.
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